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26 Femtosecond laser pulses have opened new frontiers for the study of ultrafast phase transitions and
27 nonequilibrium states of matter. In this Letter, we report on structural dynamics in atomic clusters pumped
28 with intense near-infrared (NIR) pulses into a nanoplasma state. Employing wide-angle scattering with
29 intense femtosecond x-ray pulses from a free-electron laser source, we find that highly excited xenon
30 nanoparticles retain their crystalline bulk structure and density in the inner core long after the driving NIR
31 pulse. The observed emergence of structural disorder in the nanoplasma is consistent with a propagation
32 from the surface to the inner core of the clusters.

DOI:33

34 When matter is irradiated by an intense femtosecond
35 laser pulse, the rapid energy deposition can trigger new and
36 diverse phenomena including nonthermal melting [1,2],
37 bond hardening [3], or the creation of dense electron-hole
38 plasma [4]. For all of these ultrafast phase transitions,
39 drastic structural changes are expected to occur, and
40 understanding the competing timescales of the driving
41 mechanisms of excitation and deexcitation in these highly
42 excited systems is of fundamental interest.
43 Atomic clusters have become a test bed for nonlinear light-
44 matter interaction studies [5]. A rare-gas cluster exposed to
45 an intense near-infrared (NIR) laser pulse becomes highly
46 ionized, by multiphoton absorption, and can evolve into a
47 nanoscale plasma, called nanoplasma [6,7], which expands
48 quickly just after formation due to Coulombic or hydro-
49 dynamic forces [8]. So far, virtually all information about
50 nanoplasma has been deduced from ion and electron time-of-
51 flight (TOF) measurements. But now, intense femtosecond

52x-ray pulses from novel free-electron laser sources allow
53imaging the structural dynamics of highly excited systems
54down to a few tens of nanometers in sizewith unprecedented
55spatial and temporal resolution. Recently, structural changes
56of laser-driven clusters were studied with time-resolved
57single-shot imaging methods, which give information on
58temporal evolution of cluster shape [9]. Using the small-
59angle x-ray scattering information, the authors reported
60ultrafast and nonuniform morphology changes of giant
61xenon (Xe) clusters in agreement with calculations on
62hydrogen clusters [10]. These studies gave insight into
63changes of the averaged density profile in nanoplasma
64formation induced by intense laser field, showing that the
65nanoplasma expansion is initiated by rapid surface softening.
66However, the question on the local atomic order in the cluster
67core during nanoplasma formation remains.
68Following the local atomic order with Bragg scattering
69experiments has been pivotal to understanding ultrafast
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70 light-induced phase transitions [1–4,11–13]. For nano-
71 plasma, a recent time-resolved x-ray pump–x-ray probe
72 wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) study observed Bragg
73 reflections shifting to larger momentum transfer and, thus,
74 suggesting lattice contraction of Xe nanocrystals induced
75 within femtoseconds by the first x-ray free-electron laser
76 (XFEL) pulse [12]. The lattice contraction was attributed to
77 the sudden change in the potential energy landscape upon
78 core-level ionization and decay. Intense optical fields,
79 however, dominantly couple to the valence electrons and
80 therefore they are anticipated to induce different dynamics.
81 In this Letter, we report on ultrafast Bragg scattering
82 experiments on Xe clusters in intense NIR laser fields. We
83 find that the lattice order survives significantly longer than
84 the 30-fs driving NIR pulse. From the detailed analysis of
85 the Bragg reflections we can deduce that the crystalline
86 core radius shrinks while maintaining the initial crystalline
87 structure. Comparing the nanoplasma core data to the
88 plasma parameters indicates that the observed dynamics
89 are governed by plasma speed of sound.
90 Our NIR pump–x-ray probe experiments were carried out
91 at the SPring-8 Angstrom Compact Free Electron Laser
92 (SACLA) [14]. A sketch of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1
93 and, in short, a jet of free Xe clusters was irradiated by a
94 single NIR laser pulse followed, at selected delays, by single
95 XFEL pulses. The cluster jet was generated by an adiabatic
96 expansion of Xe gas through a convergent-divergent nozzle
97 with a 200-μm diameter and a half angle of 4° at a stagnation
98 pressure of 30 bar and nozzle temperature of 290 K. The
99 average cluster size was estimated to be around 1 × 107

100 atoms/cluster by Hagena’s scaling law [15]. The cluster jet
101 passed through two skimmers (0.5 and 2mm) andwas finally
102 tailored with piezodriven slits so that its size in the direction
103 of the laser pulseswas smaller than theRayleigh length of the
104 laser pulses.

105The NIR laser pulses with a wavelength of 800 nm and
106pulse length of 30 fs were focused with a single plano-
107convex lens (f ¼ 500 mm) and overlapped with the XFEL
108pulses with a prism mirror at an angle of 3°. A spot size of
109ð4 × 101Þ × ð4 × 101Þ μm2 was given for that of the NIR
110laser at the reaction point. The pulse energy of the NIR laser
111was adjusted to get an intensity of 4 × 1016 W=cm2. The
112XFEL pulses had a wavelength (λ) of 1.1 Å and pulse
113duration of 10 fs (FWHM). They were focused with Be
114lenses to a spot size of 1.4 × 1.6 μm2, significantly smaller
115than the NIR focus, resulting in an intensity of
1164 × 1017 W=cm2. Spatial and temporal overlap between
117XFEL and NIR pulses was determined through measuring
118TOF spectra of the clusters. The delay time of the NIR
119pulse relative to the XFEL pulse was controlled by an
120optical delay system in the range of −500 toþ2000 fs. The
121positive delay corresponds to a NIR laser arriving early and
122a XFEL late. The temporal jitter between the arrival time of
123the XFEL and NIR pulses was measured with the arrival
124time monitor with 20-fs precision [17].
125The scattered x-ray photons were recorded with a
126multiport charge-coupled device (MPCCD) octal sensor
127[18] installed 100 mm downstream from the reaction point.
128An Al-coated stainless-steel baffle was installed to reduce
129stray light and fluorescence from the chamber. The detector
130was also protected with a Kapton foil of 75-μm thickness.
131The NIR and x-ray pulses were dumped into a three-layer
132beam stop consisting of C, Al, and W sandwich structure.
133In our setup the observable range of momentum transfer,
134q ¼ ð4π=λÞ sin θ, was 1.4–3.4 Å−1, corresponding to 2θ ¼
13514°–35° in scattering angle. Xe ions were detected by the
136TOF-type ion spectrometer [19].
137In a first step, static WAXS information was recorded in
138order to confirm the crystallinity of the nanoparticles. On
139average we could observe a few Bragg spots for each shot
140on the detector, indicating that we produced a dense target
141of clusters in the x-ray and NIR focus. Figure 2 shows the
142radial average of Bragg spots observed in 638869 shots.
143The radial profile has peaks at the positions of reflections
144from (111), (200), and (220) planes of face-centered cubic
145(fcc) lattice. Observed fcc structure of Xe clusters agrees
146well with the structure and lattice constant of bulk Xe [20].
147The spots corresponding to hcp (101) Bragg reflection were
148also observed, and these can be attributed to Xe crystals
149with randomly stacked close-packed structure [21]. This
150means that the obtained data include both nearly perfect fcc
151crystals and nearly randomly stacked crystals. However, the
152difference of stacking has no effects on the profiles of
153intense Bragg spots that appear at the fcc (111) reflection
154region (q ∼ 1.79 Å−1) [21]. Considering the above facts,
155the present analysis focuses on the spots observed at
156q ∼ 1.79 Å−1.
157In the inset of Fig. 2 the hit rate, defined as the number of
158detected Bragg spots normalized to the number of XFEL
159shots, for fcc (111) is plotted as a function of delay time.

F1:1 FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The x-ray pulses are focused with
F1:2 Be lenses [16] onto a multiple skimmed jet of Xe clusters and
F1:3 their WAXS patterns are recorded with a MPCCD detector. NIR
F1:4 pulses are overlapped in the interaction region in a close to
F1:5 collinear geometry with a prism mirror and pump the clusters into
F1:6 a nanoplasma state. Ion TOF spectroscopy is used to determine
F1:7 the temporal overlap between the two lasers.
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160 The decrease of the hit rate indicates the progressive
161 reduction of coherent diffraction during the nanoplasma
162 formation, but it is noteworthy that the fcc crystal structure
163 of Xe clusters survives for several hundred femtoseconds
164 after laser irradiation. We also point out that the momentum
165 transfer of (111) Bragg reflection spots did not change
166 within the experimental error (�0.01 Å−1). This observa-
167 tion suggests that the change of the lattice constant of the
168 Xe fcc crystal is negligible. A recent time-resolved x-ray
169 pump–x-ray probe wide-angle x-ray scattering observed
170 Bragg reflections shifting to larger momentum transfer in
171 the excited nanoparticles, indicating the occurrence of
172 lattice contraction of Xe nanocrystals within femtoseconds
173 from the 10-fs hard x-ray pump pulse [12]. The lattice
174 contraction was explained as a consequence of the sudden
175 change in the potential energy landscape upon core-level
176 ionization and decay. Our present results, as obtained with
177 an intense optical pump field, show a different nanoparticle
178 behavior: diffracting volume reduction, but no lattice
179 contraction. The largest excitation cross sections for intense
180 NIR pulses are valence excitation and inverse bremsstrah-
181 lung heating [6], while x rays excite primarily core
182 electrons. We therefore speculate that the density profile
183 of the nanoparticle excitation is quite different in the two
184 experiments and that the observed structural evolution of
185 the nanoparticles does reflect such different excitation
186 regimes. At present we are unable to make a fully qualified
187 statement in this matter, which will need theoretical support
188 describing the complex and correlated electron and nuclear
189 dynamics.
190 Before delving into a detailed analysis of the Bragg
191 spots, the signal generation shall be briefly discussed.
192 Supersonic jet expansion always leads to a distribution

193in cluster sizes [15]. Further, the x-ray scattering signal is
194convoluted with the focal volume intensity distribution
195[22]. In order to create a reliable dataset we therefore only
196considered the 5% most intense signals at each delay point,
197i.e., only the signal from the largest clusters in the hottest
198part of the x-ray focal volume.
199To obtain information on the local structural changes inXe
200clusters, we carried out a profile analysis of Bragg spots.
201According to the x-ray scattering theory, the Bragg spot
202intensity is related to the crystal volume, the photon density,
203and the random displacement of atoms in crystal (the Debye-
204Waller factor). The spotwidth is related to the particle size and
205strain of crystal. We estimated the intensity, which is the
206product of the area and the height of theBragg spot, andwidth
207of each Bragg spot by fitting with a 2DGaussian function. In
208Fig. 3(a) we show the characteristic spots from fcc (111)
209reflection at various delay times. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show
210the temporal evolution of fitted intensity and width of the fcc
211(111) Bragg spots. The data show that the intensity of Bragg
212spots was weakened upon NIR irradiation [Fig. 3(b)], which
213is consistentwith thedecreaseof the hit rate.At the same time,
214the spotwidth increased [Fig. 3(c)], and the increase reached a
215few tens of percent.
216The simultaneous decrease in intensity and increase in
217Bragg spot width indicates that the crystal volume
218decreases [23], or in other words, a nonuniform process
219for crystal disordering. A uniform random displacement of
220the atoms in the crystal, represented with the Debye-Waller
221approximation, would not affect the spot width. To sub-
222stantiate this interpretation we performed Bragg scattering
223calculations on a simplified model (see the Supplemental
224Material for details [24]). In our model we assumed three
225principal disordering mechanisms: a random disorder, a
226core disorder, and a surface disorder. The results show that
227the surface disorder is in best agreement with the exper-
228imental observations and our interpretation of the Debye-
229Waller factor.
230For further insight into the NIR-induced dynamics we
231performed a consistency check of the spot intensity and
232spot width data. In a first step, we started with a simple
233model assuming that the decrease of the spot intensity is
234proportional to the crystal volume and the time-dependent
235signal is reflecting the volume decrease. For spherical fcc
236Xe clusters, the crystal radius is then related to the spot
237intensity as follows:

rðtÞ ¼
� r0 ðt < 0Þ
r0ðIðtÞI0

Þ1=3 ðt > 0Þ: ð1Þ

238239Here r0 is the radius of cluster in the neutral state (60 nm),
240I0 is the intensity of the Bragg spot from pristine clusters,
241and rðtÞ and IðtÞ are cluster radius and intensity of Bragg
242spot at the delay time t, respectively. In a second step, we
243calculate the resulting spot width with the Scherrer equa-
244tion [25], which relates the FWHM of the Bragg spot β and
245the size of nanoscale crystal as follows:

F2:1 FIG. 2. Radial average of the observed Bragg spots for
F2:2 unpumped clusters. Bragg reflections at the positions of (111),
F2:3 (200), and (220) planes of the fcc lattice are detected. The inset
F2:4 shows the decrease in hit rate as a function of the delay time for
F2:5 pumped clusters. The data points shown in the inset were derived
F2:6 by averaging the whole data in each delay point.
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βðtÞ ¼ 2λ

3rðtÞ cos θ : ð2Þ

246247Here λ is the wavelength of the incident photons and θ is the
248Bragg angle. Note that the original formula is in terms of a
249generalized length scale equal to the cube root of the
250particle volume. The resulting Bragg peak width from this
251purely spot intensity based model is added to the measured
252spot width data in Fig. 3(c) as a solid magenta line. The
253modeled and measured spot width agree well, showing that
254the spot intensity reduction and spot width increase are
255correlated. The data show that the superheated clusters lose
256crystalline order from their surface with an ever shrinking
257crystal core. The process is depicted in Fig. 3(e).
258From the data and with Eq. (2) the average radius of the
259crystalline particle core as a function of delay can be
260inferred, which is shown in Fig. 3(d). The core radius of the
261undisturbed clusters is stable around 60 nm, but upon NIR
262excitation the crystalline core radius shrinks rapidly. This
263result is qualitatively similar to an earlier ultrafast imaging
264experiment which is sensitive to the envelope of the particle
265[9]. This previous experiment revealed that the nanoplasma
266expansion proceeds via a developing density gradient at the
267nanoparticle surface akin to nonthermal surface melting,
268but no information about the inner structure could be
269obtained. Our data show that the cluster core in the
270nanoplasma maintains a crystalline bulklike structure long
271after the NIR pump pulse is over, but the crystalline fraction
272is reduced over time (hereafter defined as shrinkage). From
273Fig. 3(d) and our model we can estimate that the core
274shrinks with a speed of 7 × 104 m=s.
275We can discuss our results in light of previous studies
276about nonlinear NIR laser—cluster interactions and nano-
277plasma formation [5–7]. At the early stage of laser-cluster
278interaction, many electrons are photoejected and the nano-
279scale cluster becomes positively charged. Electrons sub-
280sequently released are confined by the developing
281Coulomb potential, leading to the formation of a non-
282equilibrium nanoplasma. During the laser irradiation,
283electrons gain energy from the laser field and the cluster
284is heated via inverse bremsstrahlung processes. The nano-
285plasma expands into vacuum due to internal pressure of the
286electron gas as well as the Coulomb forces. In general, for
287small clusters the expansion is dictated by Coulombic
288interaction and for large clusters by hydrodynamic expan-
289sion [5,6,26]. In our case of very large clusters, hydro-
290dynamic expansion with the plasma speed of sound is
291predicted [6,22,27].
292To estimate the relevant plasma parameters, we mea-
293sured the NIR laser produced ion kinetic energy distribu-
294tion with a time-of-flight spectrometer in a reference
295measurement, similar to previous studies [6,22,27].
296Fitting the ion spectra, we estimated an average charge
297state Z of 30 from the time-of-flight data and a resulting
298

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

F3:1 FIG. 3. Delay9 dependence of profiles of Bragg spots from
F3:2 (111) plane at the NIR power of 4 × 1016 Wcm−2. (a) Character-
F3:3 istic spot images. (b) Temporal evolution of the spot intensity
F3:4 (markers) was fitted by an exponential function (solid red line).
F3:5 Its decay constant was estimated to be around 200 fs. (c) Tem-
F3:6 poral evolution of the spot width (markers) was compared with
F3:7 surface melting model (solid magenta line). (d) The temporal
F3:8 evolution of the core radius calculated with the experimental
F3:9 (markers) and fitting [solid red line in (b)] data. The error bars of

F3:10 (b)–(d) show standard deviations. (e) A scheme of cluster
F3:11 disordering that proceeds from the surface and is consistent
F3:12 with our experiments.
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299 electron density ne of 4 × 1023=cm3. Using the experimen-
300 tally determined Z and ne in full plasma simulations with
301 FLYCHK [28] we infer an electron temperature Te of
302 ∼300 eV and an electron-ion equilibrium time τe−i [8]
303 of ∼350 fs. The resulting plasma speed of sound, described
304 as

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZkBTe=M

p
(kB is the Boltzmann constant andM is the

305 atomic mass of Xe), is on the order of 8 × 104 m=s.
306 Most interestingly, the plasma speed of sound determines
307 the speed of hydrodynamic expansion, and the numeric
308 value above comes remarkably close to our measured core
309 shrinking speed (7 × 104 m=s). While so far the interior
310 dynamics of the nonequilibrium nanoplasmas remained
311 elusive, our data can connect previous imaging studies on
312 surface dynamics [9] to the dynamics in the nanoparticle
313 core. The imaging studies [9] showed an expansion from the
314 surface, and our results show a continuous shrinking of the
315 crystalline volume in the core. Connecting the two datasets
316 of surface expansion or softening (exterior dynamics) to the
317 core shrinking and related loss of crystalline order from the
318 surface (interior dynamics), we conclude that the disor-
319 dering starts on the surface and propagates to the interior
320 with a speed compatible with the plasma speed of sound.
321 This interpretation is compatible with ion time-of-flight
322 studies on shell expansion in core-shell structures [29,30]
323 and theoretical modeling of laser-driven hydrogen clusters
324 [10]. In particular, the experimentally determined core
325 shrinking speed is in good agreement with a theoretical
326 study on the expansion dynamics of hydrogen nanoplasma
327 in intense laser fields by Peltz et al. [10], but here we can go
328 one step further. Our data show that even in the highly
329 excited nonequilibrium state, the nanoplasma core retains its
330 crystalline bulk structure and density beyond the initially
331 driving NIR pulse and even beyond τe−i. Our interpretation
332 is that the local disordering in nanoplasma proceeds from the
333 surface towards the core, initially protecting the core
334 structure and retaining the bulk lattice configuration until
335 the surface disordering has propagated into the core. For a
336 full understanding of the complex laser-induced dynamics,
337 theoretical studies including the full ionization processes
338 and plasma dynamics [10,31] will need to be performed and
339 compared to our dataset.
340 In summary, we investigated ultrafast and atomic-scale
341 structural changes in nanoplasma with time-resolved
342 WAXS experiments. We revealed that the crystalline order
343 in a Xe cluster to nanoplasma transition is maintained long
344 after the driving laser pulse is over. Based on our diffraction
345 data in conjunction with previous studies, we conclude that
346 the local disordering in nanoplasma proceeds from the
347 surface to the core with a speed compatible with the plasma
348 speed of sound. Our findings provide new insight into the
349 structural dynamics of highly nonequilibrium nanoplasma
350 states, their formation, and their evolution.
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